Olson argues that data alone fail to convince people to care about climate change. What succeeds is anecdote and emotion. Indeed, the film contains very little data. The interviews are edited down to mere stubs, with no explanation of what climate change is or why we should laugh at the sceptics. Perhaps Olson assumes his audience has previous knowledge.
Olson heads to New Orleans in search of compelling anecdotes. With the caveat that the relationship between climate change and hurricanes is still being worked out, he argues like many before him, including Gore, that Hurricane Katrina is a window into a climate-changed world -even the richest nation on Earth disintegrates into anarchy in the face of terrible natural disasters. But once he gets there, Olson wanders off-topic, preferring to criticize the federal response to the hurricane.
The film is good in places and provides insights into the social response to climate change. But some of the mockumentary's jokes, meant to keep us watching, are rather stale: an elderly white woman -Olson's mother -goes out on the town with the young black camera crew, and the gay film producers throw several colourful hissy fits.
Ultimately, one is left wondering what the film aims to do. Does it argue that climate change is real, or discuss how we might convince people that it is? At the end of the film, Olson heads off to the editing studio to make a coherent story out of his footage. If only we had got to see that version.
